Non GMO Yeast Products and Production Declaration

The products listed below, provided by Lesaffre Yeast Corporation, are considered non-GMO following EEC regulations. They contain no GMO enzymes, have not been solvent-extracted, synthetically preserved or irradiated. They contain no artificial flavors or colors. There was no sewer sludge, petrochemical substrate, or sulfite waste liquor involved with any step of production.

**Products produced at our Cedar Rapids, IA and Dothan, AL facilities use a combination of beet molasses, cane molasses and corn syrup. While these material may be from GMO seed, GMO testing has shown there is no GMO protein or DNA in the raw materials used as growth substrate. All Red Star® and SAF® brand dry active or instant yeast products are grown on cane molasses. The cane molasses is sourced primarily from Mexico, Honduras and/or Guatemala.

**Red Star Brand Products:**
**Red Star® Compressed Yeast Products**  **Red Star® Cream Yeast**  **Red Star® Basic Yeast**
**Cool Smartyeast**  **Red Star Premium Bakers Cream Yeast**  **Red Star “All Natural” Active Dry Yeast**
**Red Star® Yeastade 50**  **Red Star Type F Cream Yeast**
**Red Star® Consumer ADY (3-stripe only)**  **Red Star® Basic Yeast**
**Red Star® VSF**  **Red Star® “All Natural” Active Dry Yeast**
**Red Star® Active Dry Yeast**

**Lynside® Products:**
Lynside® Forte Bmore  Lynside® NUTRI Optimum Yeastade 50
Lynside® Forte Bmax  Lynside® NUTRI Optimum Flavor Plus
Lynside® Forte BUS  Lynside® NUTRI
Lynside® Forte Zn  Lynside® Forte Mn
Lynside® Forte Cu  Lynside® Forte Se
Lynside® Forte Mo  Lynside® Forte Cr
Lynside® Forte Se+  Lynside® Forte Biotin
Lynside® Forte Fe+ 10K

**Saf Brand Products:**
SAF® ADY (3-stripe Only)  SAF-Instant® Yeast
Livendo® F100  Livendo® S400
**SAF Pro® Relax+YF**  **SAF Pro® RS 190**
SAF-Instant® LHIS Gold  SAF® Mix SPM Gold
**SAF Pro® Relax 200**  SAF® Perfect Rise Yeast
StarBake™ Products:
StarBake™ Rustic
StarBake™ Sweet

Fermentis Products:
Red Star® Distillers Yeast
Red Star® Premier Cuvee
Red Star® Cotes des Blancs
Red Star® Pasteur Red
Red Star® Whiskey Yeast
Safodo CK S-102
Safodo VR 44
Springer Oenology Springcell
Safodo UCLM S-371
Safdistil C-70

Ethanol Red™ Dry
Red Star® Pasteur Blanc
Red Star® Montrachet
Red Star® Whiskey Yeast M-1
Safodo St. George S-101
Safodo BC S-103
Safodo SC-22
Safodo UCLM S-325
Safodo NDA 21
** Ethanol Red Cream
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